The Dalmation Coaster
TOUR COST

Departs 29 April 2016 for 8 days

London Heathrow
return:
return: £1150
£1150.00
1150.00

Enjoy a relaxing cruise ferry along the Dalmation Coast from Split to historic Dubrovnik 'The Jewel of the Adriatic'. Ride scenic rail routes through the mountains and visit rebuilt
Mostar, scene of some of the worst fighting during the Bosnian conflict.

Single
Supplement: £200
£200.00
200.00

Saturday 29 April:

Deposit: £250.00

Depart London Heathrow on a direct
flight to Zagreb, then transfer to hotel
for overnight stay.

7th Century walled ramparts is a town
unchanged since the 13th Century, lovingly
restored since the end of conflict in the region
in1995. Enjoy traffic free, cobbled streets,
markets, shops and restaurants.

Sunday 30 May:

TOUR
INCLUDES
* Return flights from
London Heathrow to
Zagreb.
* Seven nights
accommodation in
rooms with private
facilities
* Breakfast daily
* 1st Class rail travel
* Cruise ferry from
Split to Dubrovnik

Time to explore Zagreb before
departing at lunchtime for a six hour
rail journey, through scenic
mountainous terrain, before
descending to Split on the Adriatic
Coast. Travel will be in 1st Class, with
the new tilting trains, now in service
on this upgraded line, providing
buffet/refreshment services en route.

Monday 01 May:
Morning - guided tour of the sights of
Split, including the Diocletian Palace
and cathedral. Afternoon at leisure.

Tuesday 02 May:
Depart Split at 0700 on the cruise
ferry following the beautiful
Dalmatian Coastline to Dubrovnik
arriving late afternoon, calling at a
couple of ports en route. These
modern ships feature restaurants and
bars for your convenience. Stay two
nights in Dubrovnok 'The Jewel of the
Adriatic'.

Thursday 04 May:
Morning visit by road to a local vineyard, with
wine tasting and lunch included, before
continuing along the coast to Ploce for the late
afternoon train, travelling through the Neretva
River Gorge to Mostar in Bosnia. Early evening
tour of of this famous town, including visits to
the mosque and iconic 500 year old Turkish
Bridge, once at the forefront of the fighting,
which was severely damaged and then rebuilt
after the end of the conflict. Stay overnight in
Mostar.

Friday 05 May:
Continue from Mostar by rail, through
mountains and mountain gorges, via Sarajevo,
before following the Bosna river past Zenica, to
arrive Zagreb early evening. Overnight stay in
Zagreb.

Saturday 06 May:
Transfer to the airport for the morning flight to
London Heathrow.

* Transfers
* Excursions with
* English speaking
guide in Split, Mostar
and Dubrovnik

Wednesday 03 May:
Half day guided walking tour of
Dubrovnik, with the rest of the day
free to do as you please. Within the
A minimum 10 persons is required for the tour to operate

* Vineyard
excursion, wine
tasting and lunch
* Services of a
Railtours Manager
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